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“Joe Feldman shows us how we can use grading to
help students become the leaders of their own
learning and lift the veil on how to succeed. . . . This
must-have book will help teachers learn to implement
improved, equity-focused grading for impact.”
--Zaretta Hammond, Author of Culturally Responsive
Teaching & The Brain Crack open the grading
conversation Here at last—and none too soon—is a
resource that delivers the research base, tools, and
courage to tackle one of the most challenging and
emotionally charged conversations in today’s schools:
our inconsistent grading practices and the ways they
can inadvertently perpetuate the achievement and
opportunity gaps among our students. With Grading
for Equity, Joe Feldman cuts to the core of the
conversation, revealing how grading practices that
are accurate, bias-resistant, and motivational will
improve learning, minimize grade inflation, reduce
failure rates, and become a lever for creating stronger
teacher-student relationships and more caring
classrooms. Essential reading for schoolwide and
individual book study or for student advocates,
Grading for Equity provides A critical historical
backdrop, describing how our inherited system of
grading was originally set up as a sorting mechanism
to provide or deny opportunity, control students, and
endorse a “fixed mindset” about students’ academic
potential—practices that are still in place a century
later A summary of the research on motivation and
equitable teaching and learning, establishing a rocksolid foundation and a “true north” orientation toward
equitable grading practices Specific grading practices
that are more equitable, along with teacher
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examples, strategies to solve common hiccups and
concerns, and evidence of effectiveness Reflection
tools for facilitating individual or group engagement
and understanding As Joe writes, “Grading practices
are a mirror not just for students, but for us as their
teachers.” Each one of us should start by asking,
“What do my grading practices say about who I am
and what I believe?” Then, let’s make the choice to do
things differently . . . with Grading for Equity as a dogeared reference.

Engagement Fundraising
The Palgrave Handbook of Global Philanthropy is a
comprehensive reference guide to the practice of
philanthropy across twenty-six nations and regions. In
addition, thematic chapters examine cross-national
issues to provide an indispensable guide to the latest
research in this field. Drawing on theoretical insights
from sociology, economics, political science, and
psychology, and including a stellar international lineup of leading philanthropy scholars, this essential
reference work describes the non-profit sector and
analyzes philanthropic endeavours country by
country, providing a global overview that covers Asia,
Europe, the Middle East, Australia and the Americas.
In addition, thematic chapters examine cross-national
issues, including the social origins of the non-profit
sector and charitable giving; the influence of
government support; the role of religion; fiscal
incentives; and fundraising to outline how major
country-specific differences in governmental,
economic, and legal policies for philanthropic actors
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and nonprofit organizations shape philanthropic
giving, demonstrating how country-specific factors
may facilitate or inhibit charitable giving. Nonprofit
organizations provide important public goods and
services in societies across the world. In times of
economic crisis, when governments are forced to
decrease public spending, these organizations
become even more important in meeting demands for
these goods and services. But what motivates
individuals to voluntarily give away portions of their
own financial resources to benefit the public good and
to enable nonprofit organizations to carry out their
work? Why do people in one country give more
frequently and more generously to nonprofit
organizations than those in another? The Palgrave
Handbook of Global Philanthropy provides an
indispensable guide to the latest research in
philanthropy, the non-profit sector and charitable
giving.

Social Change Anytime Everywhere
"This Seventh Edition is filled with authoritative
advice on the financial reporting, accounting, and
control situations unique to not-for-profit
organizations. It contains discussions of the
accounting and reporting guidelines for different
types of organizations, complete guidance on tax and
compliance reporting requirements, illustrated
explanations of various types of acceptable financial
statements, and much more!"--Publisher's Website.

Permission to Feel
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Change behaviors. Change lives. Peer-to-peer (P2P)
events raise more than $1.5 billion for the top 30 U.S.
nonprofit programs annually. This amount could be
much greater if nonprofits better understood the
fundamentals of human behavior and its effect on an
organization's ability to fundraise. Why do people
volunteer and fundraise for causes? Dollar Dash is a
study into the psychology behind P2P fundraising and
the fuel that drives volunteer behavior. This book will
teach you the keys to acquiring, retaining, and
maximizing the support of donors and volunteers.
Dollar Dash takes the findings of behavioral
economics and applies them to the nonprofit world.
Some of what you will learn is counterintuitive:
Incentives don't work - rewarding supporters with
valuable gifts is demotivating It's not "all about the
mission" Great events don't often raise great money
This book chronicles the stories of some of the most
successful P2P fundraisers, from Relay For Life and
the March of Dimes to the Ice Bucket Challenge.
Along the way, there are interviews with some of the
world's greatest nonprofit thinkers. Dollar Dash is
guaranteed to change forever the way you approach
your P2P fundraising strategy. The result will be in
your organization's bottom line. "This is fascinating
stuff that is too long coming to nonprofit work. Forprofit entities have been studying consumer behavior
a long time. Now Katrina and Otis are helping bring
nonprofits up to speed." Jeff Rupp, Vice President,
Association of Fundraising Professionals "Katrina and
Otis have looked under the hood in a way no else has
in regard to the peer-to-peer fundraiser's mind. Their
work is comparable to what is called 'consumer
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behavior' in the for-profit sector. This is a must read!"
Mark Davis, Vice President, Blackbaud, Inc.

Uncharitable
In a ground-breaking departure from existing works,
almost all of which are how-to manuals based on
anecdotal evidence, this is the first academic
textbook on fund raising. By integrating practical
knowledge with social science theory and research, it
presents a comprehensive approach to the function,
from its legal and ethical principles to the managerial
process by which gifts are raised. Territory previously
uncharted in the literature is explored, such as the
historical and organizational contexts of
contemporary practice. Explanations of programs,
techniques, and publics introduce a new system for
understanding fund raising's major concepts. Unlike
efforts in established fields, most of the material
represents original scholarship undertaken to produce
a first-time text. The book's main purpose is to teach
students about fund raising--a high-demand, highpaying occupation that will continue to expand into
the 21st century as the need for trained practitioners
exceeds the supply. During the last decade, fundraising education moved into the formal classroom
and away from an apprenticeship tradition of senior
practitioners mentoring newcomers. Yet until now,
there has not been a textbook to support this evolving
professionalism. Faculty have been reluctant to define
fund raising as an academic subject in the absence of
a theory-based teaching resource, and courses
usually have been assigned to part-time instructors
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hired from the practice. This textbook addresses the
void. It is designed for graduate and upper-level
undergraduate courses dealing with fund raising as a
primary or secondary subject. Among its features,
each chapter points out research gaps and
opportunities--such as problems and theories for
master's theses and doctoral dissertations--and ends
with a list of suggested readings. The text is
appropriate for the diverse academic areas in which
fund raising, nonprofit management, and philanthropy
are taught, including public administration,
management, arts and humanities, education, social
work, economics, and sociology. Because of its public
relations orientation, it is particularly suited for
courses offered in that discipline. Additional
audiences are practitioners enrolled in professional
development programs; CEOs, trustees, and others
interested in self-study; and scholars who need
serious literature on the subject. PROFESSIONAL
PROMO PIECE COPY..Recently, the field of fundraising
seems to have taken a giant step backward. Rather
than conducting principled efforts to support common
political, educational, financial, or social causes, the
entire process is making headlines as a venue
offering opportunities for influence peddling,
corruption and self-promotion. The need for a guide to
ethical fund-raising management is greater than ever.
Effective Fund-Raising Management addresses this
need. The most successful fundraisers understand
why certain practices are more effective than others.
What works in one situation may not work in another
similar--but slightly different--situation. That is why
theoretical understanding is vital to fundraising
professionals. To be an expert practitioner, one must
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have have enough theoretical understanding to adapt
one's practice to a variety of situations. That is the
purpose of Effective Fund-Raising Management--to
provide the underlying theoretical and conceptual
understandings that enable an effective practitioner
to become an expert practitioner. Indispensable to
fund-raising professionals, this invaluable resource: *
reviews the entire scope of the fund-raising
profession-- from its historical antecedents to the
current legal, ethical, organizational, and theoretical
principles underlying its practice today; * provides
concise definitions and explanations of the fundraising process and its position within the field of
public relations; * links effective fund-raising practices
to ethical considerations; and * examines four of the
major methods of fund raising-- annual giving, major
gifts, planned giving, and capital campaigns.

The Nonprofit Manager's Resource
Directory
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE STARRING MICHAEL B. JORDAN AND
JAMIE FOXX • A powerful true story about the
potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to
fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most
brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. “[Bryan
Stevenson’s] dedication to fighting for justice and
equality has inspired me and many others and made
a lasting impact on our country.”—John Legend
NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF
THE DECADE BY CNN • Named One of the Best Books
of the Year by The New York Times • The Washington
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Post • The Boston Globe • The Seattle Times •
Esquire • Time Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer
when he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal
practice dedicated to defending those most desperate
and in need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, and
women and children trapped in the farthest reaches
of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases
was that of Walter McMillian, a young man who was
sentenced to die for a notorious murder he insisted he
didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a tangle of
conspiracy, political machination, and legal
brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of
mercy and justice forever. Just Mercy is at once an
unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young
lawyer’s coming of age, a moving window into the
lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring
argument for compassion in the pursuit of true
justice. Winner of the Carnegie Medal for Excellence
in Nonfiction • Winner of the NAACP Image Award for
Nonfiction • Winner of a Books for a Better Life Award
• Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize •
Finalist for the Kirkus Reviews Prize • An American
Library Association Notable Book “Every bit as moving
as To Kill a Mockingbird, and in some ways more so . .
. a searing indictment of American criminal justice
and a stirring testament to the salvation that fighting
for the vulnerable sometimes yields.”—David Cole,
The New York Review of Books “Searing, moving . . .
Bryan Stevenson may, indeed, be America’s
Mandela.”—Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times “You
don’t have to read too long to start cheering for this
man. . . . The message of this book . . . is that evil can
be overcome, a difference can be made. Just Mercy
will make you upset and it will make you
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hopeful.”—Ted Conover, The New York Times Book
Review “Inspiring . . . a work of style, substance and
clarity . . . Stevenson is not only a great lawyer, he’s
also a gifted writer and storyteller.”—The Washington
Post “As deeply moving, poignant and powerful a
book as has been, and maybe ever can be, written
about the death penalty.”—The Financial Times
“Brilliant.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer

Fundraising Strategies for Community
Colleges
We have experienced some remarkable changes in
trust fundraising since the book was first published
over 10 years ago. In this new edition we outline a
variety of approaches to grant-making trusts that will
save trustees' time and ensure greater success for
fundraisers.

Prospect Research
A non-technical guide to The Raiser's Edge-the most
widely-used fundraising database package on the
market-for the fundraising professional The first-ever
guide to The Raiser's Edge database package for the
fundraising professional, Fundraising with The Raiser's
Edge: A Non-Technical Guide educates your nonprofit
about what The Raiser's Edge can do for you and will
help you more effectively work with the staff who are
responsible for data entry and output. Helps your
organization get much greater return on The Raiser's
Edge, and use it to raise more money more effectively
and with less stress Contains specific and clear
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direction on the key areas you should know without
technical discussion Includes numerous checklists to
give you practical takeaways Providing you with the
non-technical details you need to know to recruit,
manage and retain quality database personnel,
Fundraising with The Raiser's Edge: A Non-Technical
Guide will help you in your day-to-day fundraising
work without needing to become a database expert.

Fired-Up Fundraising
The Nonprofit Fundraising Solution
Although the non-profit industry has advanced using
CRMs and donor databases, it has not fully explored
the data stored in those databases. Data Science for
Fundraising will help you generate data-driven results
and effective solutions for several challenges in your
non-profit. Discover the techniques used by the top R
programmers.

How to Steal a Job
In Sermons from the National Cathedral, Dean Lloyd
provides a compelling vision of an intellectually alive,
publicly engaged Christian faith, a vision of the
Christian life rooted in ancient teaching.

Joan Garry's Guide to Nonprofit
Leadership
Find out how to cultivate donors and solicit donations
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online Covers new changes in tax and philanthropy
law Whether you're a small outfit or a big
organization, you're competing for donors' dollars and
time. This hands-on, vital guide shows you how to
take full advantage of the strategies and resources
available and advises you how to promote your cause,
research potential donors, organize events, write
winning grant proposals, and utilize the latest
technology. Discover how to * Define your group?s
focus * Create a viable plan * Organize your board of
directors * Find and train volunteers * Market via print
and online * Promote yourself with the media

Razor's Edge
The controversial memoir of a top British spy which
finally reveals what really went on behind the scenes
of the Falklands War For five years before the
Falklands War, Hugh Bicheno was one of the top
British spies in Argentina. As such, he gathered hard,
corroborated intelligence on Argentine intentions over
the Falklands - which the British establishment then
chose to ignore. The reasons behind this British
decision, and its disastrous and inevitable
consequences in the South Atlantic, are the main
story of this book. There were three main players in
the war, each of them trying to overcome their own
cultural baggage. The Argentines were riddled with
guilt: after years of fighting a morally repugnant
campaign against its own people, the Argentine
military saw a war for the Malvinas islands as a
perfect opportunity to win back their self-respect. The
hands of the Americans were also bloody from the
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likewise dirty wars they had sponsored and abetted in
Central America. For Britain it was simply the last
straw after decades of humiliation.

Financial and Accounting Guide for Notfor-Profit Organizations
The bible of grassroots fundraising, updated with the
latest tools and methods Fundraising for Social
Change is the preeminent guide to securing funding,
with a specific focus on progressive nonprofit
organizations with budgets under $5 million. Used by
nonprofits nationally and internationally, this book
provides a soup-to-nuts prescription for building,
maintaining, and expanding an individual donor
program. Author Kim Klein is a recognized authority
on all aspects of fundraising, and this book distills her
decades of expertise into fundraising strategies that
work. This updated seventh edition includes new
information on the impact of generational change,
using social media effectively, multi-channel
fundraising, and more, including expanded discussion
on retaining donors and on legacy giving. Widely
considered the 'bible of grassroots fundraising,' this
practically-grounded guide is an invaluable resource
for anyone who has to raise money for important
causes. A strong, sustainable fundraising strategy
must possess certain characteristics. You need people
who are willing to ask and realistic goals. You need to
gather data and use it to improve results, and you
need to translate your ideas in to language donors will
understand. A robust individual donor program
creates stable and long-term cash flow, and this book
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shows you how to structure your fundraising
appropriately no matter how tight your initial budget.
Develop and maintain a large base of individual
donors Utilize strategies that pay off sooner rather
than later Expand your reach and get your message
out to the donor pool Translate traditional fundraising
methods into strategies that work for social justice
organizations with little or no front money Basing your
fundraising strategy on the contributions of individual
donors may feel like herding cats—but it's the best
way for your organization to maintain maximum
freedom to pursue the mission that matters. A robust,
organized, planned approach can help you reach your
goals sooner, and Fundraising for Social Change is the
field guide for putting it all together to make big
things happen.

Using CiviCRM
Praise for Fired-Up Fundraising: Turn Board Passion
into Action "Fired-Up Fundraising is honest, realistic,
practical, and inspiring. It transforms the whole
concept of fundraising from obligation and drudgery
into passion and fun. Every CEO, development
director, development consultant, and board chair
needs to have and use this book." —Charles F. (Chic)
Dambach President and CEO, Alliance for
Peacebuilding Former Senior Consultant, BoardSource
"A breakthrough! Fired-Up Fundraising takes the
mystery out of engaging your board in the ongoing
work of fundraising. In this well-organized little book,
Gail Perry lays out a commonsense, four-step process
that will fire up your board and help you meet your
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fundraising goals, year after year." —Mal Warwick
author of How to Write Successful Fundraising Letters
"Fired-Up Fundraising: Turn Board Passion into Action
is by far the best book I have ever read on how to
involve board members in the entire process of
fundraising, from identifying prospects, cultivating
them, and finally making 'the ask.' Just as important,
it is an invaluable guide on how to select, enlist, train
and especially inspire board members so they take
ownership of their institutions. Every nonprofit CEO
and development officer should read this book."
—Robert L. Gale President Emeritus, Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges and
founder of BoardSource (formerly known as the
National Center for Nonprofit Boards) "This is the book
for which EVERY nonprofit chief executive has been
yearning since time immemorial. Every nonprofit
needs money to survive and thrive, and every
nonprofit has a board of trustees to help raise it, but
few nonprofits come anywhere near using their
boards to maximum benefit. Fired-Up Fundraising, a
reader-friendly, realistic, and practical playbook
written by a richly experienced, highly literate
fundraiser turned consultant, takes readers by the
hand and leads them step-by-step through eminently
doable ways of inspiring the greatest possible
engagement of-and return from-their trustees. It will
instantly become the gold-standard guide for building
successful boards." —Joel Fleishman Professor of Law
and Public Policy and Director, The Foundation
Research Program, Duke University

Fundraising for Social Change
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The ultimate social media field guide for
nonprofits—with 101 ways to engage supporters,
share your mission, and inspire action using the social
web 101 Social Media Tactics for Nonprofits features
101 actionable tactics that nonprofits can start using
today, and most of the featured resources are free.
Broken down into five key areas, this unique guide
explains the steps and tools needed to implement
each tactic, and provides many real-life examples of
how nonprofits are using the tactics. With this book as
your guide, you'll learn how leading nonprofit
professionals around the world are leveraging social
media to engage constituents, communicate their
cause, and deliver on their mission. Presents
immediately useful ideas for relevant impact on your
organization's social presence so you can engage with
supporters in new and inventive ways Features 101
beginner to intermediate-level tactics with real-life
examples Offers a workable format to help nonprofits
discover new ways of deploying their strategy
Includes nonprofit social media influencers from
leading nonprofits around the world including National
Wildlife Federation, March of Dimes, and The Humane
Society Nonprofits know they need to start engaging
with supporters through social media channels. This
field guide to social media tactics for nonprofits will
feature 101 beginner to intermediate-level tactics
with real-life examples to help nonprofits discover
new ways of deploying their strategy and meeting
their social media objectives.

Stock Trader's Almanac 2020
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"Working from research conducted over six years with
hundreds of charities and donors, 'Donor-Centered
Fundraising' paints a candid picture of why donors
stop giving to charities they once supported, and
what it will take to preserve their loyalty in the future.
In clear language and backed by statistical evidence,
Penelope Burk explores the pitfalls of our traditional
approaches to donor communication and recognition
and articulates what donors want but seldom get from
the charities they support. The book features
straightforward and accessible calculations that show
how much money charities are failing to raise, and
offers a step-by-step procedure for testing a donorcentered alternative and gaining its acceptance in
any organization."--From publisher description.

Reach for the Rainbow
Strategies for advocacy, fundraising, and engaging
the community Social Change Anytime Everywhere
was written for nonprofit staff who say themselves or
are asked by others, “Email communications, social
media, and mobile are important, but how will they
help our nonprofit and the issues we work on? Most
importantly, how the heck do we integrate and utilize
these tools successfully?” The book will help answer
these questions, and is organized to guide readers
through the planning and implementation of online
multi-channel strategies that will spark advocacy,
raise money and promote deeper community
engagement in order to achieve social change in real
time. It also serves as a resource to help nonprofit
staff and their boards quickly understand the evolving
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online landscape and identify and implement the best
online channels, strategies, tools, and tactics to help
their organizations achieve their missions.

Consulting and Evaluation with Nonprofit
and Community-based Organizations
The mental well-being of children and adults is
shockingly poor. Marc Brackett, author of Permission
to Feel, knows why. And he knows what we can do.
"We have a crisis on our hands, and its victims are our
children." Marc Brackett is a professor in Yale
University’s Child Study Center and founding director
of the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. In his 25
years as an emotion scientist, he has developed a
remarkably effective plan to improve the lives of
children and adults – a blueprint for understanding
our emotions and using them wisely so that they help,
rather than hinder, our success and well-being. The
core of his approach is a legacy from his childhood,
from an astute uncle who gave him permission to
feel. He was the first adult who managed to see Marc,
listen to him, and recognize the suffering, bullying,
and abuse he’d endured. And that was the beginning
of Marc’s awareness that what he was going through
was temporary. He wasn’t alone, he wasn’t stuck on a
timeline, and he wasn’t “wrong” to feel scared,
isolated, and angry. Now, best of all, he could do
something about it. In the decades since, Marc has
led large research teams and raised tens of millions of
dollars to investigate the roots of emotional wellbeing. His prescription for healthy children (and their
parents, teachers, and schools) is a system called
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RULER, a high-impact and fast-effect approach to
understanding and mastering emotions that has
already transformed the thousands of schools that
have adopted it. RULER has been proven to reduce
stress and burnout, improve school climate, and
enhance academic achievement. This book is the
culmination of Marc’s development of RULER and his
way to share the strategies and skills with readers
around the world. It is tested, and it works. This book
combines rigor, science, passion and inspiration in
equal parts. Too many children and adults are
suffering; they are ashamed of their feelings and
emotionally unskilled, but they don’t have to be. Marc
Brackett’s life mission is to reverse this course, and
this book can show you how.

Donor-centered Fundraising
Nonprofit leadership is messy Nonprofits leaders are
optimistic by nature. They believe with time, energy,
smarts, strategy and sheer will, they can change the
world. But as staff or board leader, you know
nonprofits present unique challenges. Too many
cooks, not enough money, an abundance of passion.
It’s enough to make you feel overwhelmed and alone.
The people you help need you to be successful. But
there are so many obstacles: a micromanaging board
that doesn’t understand its true role; insufficient
fundraising and donors who make unreasonable
demands; unclear and inconsistent messaging and
marketing; a leader who’s a star in her sector but a
difficult boss And yet, many nonprofits do thrive. Joan
Garry’s Guide to Nonprofit Leadership will show you
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how to do just that. Funny, honest, intensely
actionable, and based on her decades of experience,
this is the book Joan Garry wishes she had when she
led GLAAD out of a financial crisis in 1997. Joan will
teach you how to: Build a powerhouse board Create
an impressive and sustainable fundraising program
Become seen as a ‘workplace of choice’ Be a
compelling public face of your nonprofit This book will
renew your passion for your mission and organization,
and help you make a bigger difference in the world.

Prospect Research for Fundraisers
Building a strong, productive analytics shop takes
careful planning, methodical steps and smart use of
resources and data. This workbook walks you through
how to structure your office for a successful, datadriven program. The workbook covers these topics:
Understanding what Analytics Is Fitting Analytics into
Your Organization The Types of Analytics Projects and
how You Can Use Them Determining Whether to Build
or Buy How to Build an In-House Team How to Buy
Services Successfully Getting Buy In

Dollar Dash
This is the first truly comprehensive guide to
fundraising management, uniquely blending current
academic knowledge with the best of professional
practice. Much more than a how-to guide, it provides
a detailed overview of modern fundraising planning
and practice, and analyzes critical issues as well
presenting practical tools for campaign planning.
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Campaigns discussed include high-profile examples
from companies as diverse as RSPCA, Greenpeace,
Barnados and the American Cancer Society, which
illustrate the theories and bring the topic to life. A
truly groundbreaking analysis, this text works through
the planning stages of fundraising to give readers a
rounded understanding of the topic, and is essential
reading for students of fundraising and non-profit
professionals alike.

Grading for Equity
Develop and implement a fully-functional, systematic
CRM plan with CiviCRM About This Book Develop an
integrated online system that manages contacts,
donations, event registrations, memberships, bulk email, campaigns, case management, and other
functions such as activity tracking, grant distribution,
and reporting. Plan a constituency relationship
management strategy with ladders of engagement
that will improve how your organization realizes its
mission. Use case studies and step-by-step examples
to put the raw concepts into real-life terminology and
build your solutions. Who This Book Is For The book is
primarily for administrators tasked with
implementing, configuring, maintaining, and updating
CiviCRM, and staff users who are looking to better
understand the tools available in order to become
power users. CiviCRM is software that may be used by
advocacy groups, non-profit, and non-governmental
organizations, elected officials, professional and trade
associations, government entities, political campaigns
and parties, and other similar organizations, and this
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book will prove useful to all such users. What You Will
Learn Install and configure your CiviCRM Analyze your
current workflows and processes to translate them
effectively into the CiviCRM model Build an integrated
system to solicit, retain, and manage your donors and
members through robust management and reporting
tools for administrators Raise more money with
CiviCRM with effective solicitation campaigns Market
events effectively and track registrations and
payments Improve communications with constituents
using targeted broadcast e-mail campaigns Track
ongoing communications with constituents including
from Outlook and Gmail using activities and case
management tools Take advantage of the many
CiviCRM tools to generate both simple and complex
event structures and manage registrants through
every phase of the project In Detail CiviCRM provides
a powerful toolbox of resources to help organizations
manage relationships with constituents. It is free,
open source, web-based, and geared specifically to
meet the constituent relationship management needs
of the not-for-profit sector. Beginning with broader
questions about how your organization is structured,
which existing workflows are critical to your
operations, and the overarching purpose of a
centralized CRM, the book proceeds step by step
through configuring CiviCRM, understanding the
choices when setting up the system, importing data,
and exploring the breadth of tools available
throughout the system. You will see how to best use
this software to handle event registrations, accept
and track contributions, manage paid and free
memberships and subscriptions, segment contacts,
send bulk e-mails with open and click-through
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tracking, manage outreach campaigns, and set up
case management workflows that match your
organization's roles and rules. With specific emphasis
on helping implementers ask the right questions,
consider key principals when setting up the system,
and understand usage through case studies and
examples, the book comprehensively reviews the
functionality of CiviCRM and the opportunities it
provides. With this book, you can help your
organization better achieve its mission as a charity,
industry association, professional society, political
advocacy group, community group, government
agency, or other similar organization and position
yourself to become a power user who efficiently and
effectively navigates the system. Style and approach
This guide is packed with step-by-step tutorials and
real-life examples interspersed with practical advice
and best practices on how to use CiviCRM
strategically. You will be able to quickly grasp and
implement the basic elements of CiviCRM before
moving on to more advanced tools.

Trust Fundraising
THE TIME HAS COME This book is for you if you know
your job is getting harder because donor expectations
have changed, the old orthodoxies and conventions
don't work anymore, and competition for the
charitable dollar is growing. Engagement Fundraising
was developed from the perspective of a donor who
discovered firsthand that the impersonal, spray-andpray approaches of his beloved charity were not only
offensive but also wasteful and ineffective. With
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Engagement Fundraising, you can be the fundraiser
you want to be, helping wealthy and legacy-minded
individuals find meaning in their lives through giving.
The key is in leveraging smart strategies and powerful
technologies to engage your supporters with highly
relevant, captivating, respectful communications. Try
Engagement Fundraising and the results will speak for
themselves.

The Generosity Network
A straightforward guide to the principles of effective
fundraising operations An Executive Guide to
Fundraising Operations provides fundraisers with easyto-understand approaches to evaluate and address
fundraising operations needs and opportunities. This
guide simplifies and focuses on the analysis of
problems and needs, allowing a quick return to
fundraising. Provides the essential framework to
improve and innovate development operations
Includes dozens of practical tools, including sample
policies for data, database, reporting, and business
processes Offers sample workflow illustrations for gift
processing and acknowledgment, report specification,
and other processes Features sample reports for
campaign management, performance management,
and exception management Delivers effective
calculators for operational rules of thumb No matter
what the department is called, most fundraisers
struggle with evaluating operational issues. This guide
leads you through principles of effective fundraising
operations, simplifies complicated topics, and offers
solutions to some of the most vexing operations
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dilemmas.

Advancement Services
A courageous call to free charity from its ideological
and economic constraints

Effective Fund-Raising Management
A dream come true for those looking to improve their
data fluency Analytical data is a powerful tool for
growing companies, but what good is it if it hides in
the shadows? Bring your data to the forefront with
effective visualization and communication
approaches, and let Data Fluency: Empowering Your
Organization with Effective Communication show you
the best tools and strategies for getting the job done
right. Learn the best practices of data presentation
and the ways that reporting and dashboards can help
organizations effectively gauge performance, identify
areas for improvement, and communicate results.
Topics covered in the book include data reporting and
communication, audience and user needs, data
presentation tools, layout and styling, and common
design failures. Those responsible for analytics,
reporting, or BI implementation will find a refreshing
take on data and visualization in this resource, as will
report, data visualization, and dashboard designers.
Conquer the challenge of making valuable data
approachable and easy to understand Develop unique
skills required to shape data to the needs of different
audiences Full color book links to bonus content at
juiceanalytics.com Written by well-known and highly
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esteemed authors in the data presentation
community Data Fluency: Empowering Your
Organization with Effective Communication focuses
on user experience, making reports approachable,
and presenting data in a compelling, inspiring way.
The book helps to dissolve the disconnect between
your data and those who might use it and can help
make an impact on the people who are most affected
by data. Use Data Fluency today to develop the skills
necessary to turn data into effective displays for
decision-making.

Data Fluency
The need for consultation and evaluation among nonprofits and government agencies has soared in recent
years, as funders have demanded accountability and
agencies are ill-equipped to provide the types of databased information needed.Consulting and Evaluation
with Nonprofit and Community-Based Organizations
fills a critical gap in the academic literature for nonprofit management. This unique text is a collection of
advice and voices from a diverse group of successful,
practicing consultants who work with non-profits and
government agencies. Through surveys and
interviews, these experts relate detailed information
on how they got started in consulting, what types of
services they provide, what types of clients they
serve, the biggest challenges they face, and much
more. The book also integrates current topics from a
wide variety of sources, so that interested readers
can easily access important information all in one
book.
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Fundraising Management
Now revised and expanded, this classic text is written
in a question and answer format, it addresses seldom
talked about issues and offers countless self-help
techniques and advice.

Data Driven Nonprofits
Essential tools for implementing right-sized prospect
researchtechniques that help nonprofit organizations
reach theirfundraising goals Written especially for
front-line fundraisers, ProspectResearch for
Fundraisers presents a practical understanding
ofprospect research, prospect management, and
fundraising analytics,demonstrating how research can
be used to raise more money. Filledwith examples,
case studies, interviews, and stories, this uniquebook
is structured around the fundraising cycle and
illustrates themyriad of current and ever-changing
prospect research tools andtechniques available to
boost an organization's fundraisingeffectiveness.
From essential overviews to how-to-search skills, this
practicalbook gives development officers the tools to
understand how to useprospect research in ways that
best fit their goals for each stageof the fundraising
cycle. Provides practical insight to understand the
best use of eachprospect research tool and technique
Features a companion website with a variety of online
tools tohelp readers implement key concepts Part of
the AFP Fund Development Series Prospect Research
for Fundraisers provides fundraiserswith an
understanding of what prospect research is and
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whichresources are available to small organizations
that have limitedinternal capacity, medium-sized
organizations building capacity,and large
organizations wanting to maximize their strengths.
Itoffers a practical understanding of the relevant tools
at thedisposal of development officers and managers
responsible forhiring, outsourcing, purchasing,
managing, and implementingprospect research within
their organizations.

Fundraising with The Raiser's Edge
The best data in the business, updated for 2020 Stock
Trader's Almanac 2020 provides the cleanest
historical data in the business to give traders and
investors an advantage in the market. The 2020
edition is consistent with decades of the Stock
Trader's Almanac showing you the cycles, trends, and
patterns you need to know in order to invest with
minimum risk and maximum profit. Updated with the
latest numbers, this indispensable guide is organized
in a calendar format to provide monthly and daily
reminders, including upcoming opportunities to grab
and dangers to avoid. Proprietary strategies include
the Hirsch Organization's Best Six Months Switching
Strategy, the January Barometer, and the Four-Year
Presidential Election/Stock Market Cycle, arming you
with the tools savvy investors use to achieve their
market goals. Trusted by Barron's, The Wall Street
Journal, the New York Times, and other respected
market authorities, this indispensable guide has
helped generations of investors make smart market
moves. This new edition provides the same level of
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invaluable guidance, with the latest data straight from
the vault.

An Executive's Guide to Fundraising
Operations
"Data driven nonprofits is a guide book for nonprofit
organizations that want to improve their performance
and increase positive change in the world. Learn from
industry leaders and nonprofit professionals that have
unlocked the keys to becoming more data
driven"--Back cover.

Fundraising
A newly revised and updated edition of the ultimate
resource fornonprofit managers If you're a nonprofit
manager, you probably spend a good deal ofyour time
tracking down hard-to-find answers to
complicatedquestions. The Nonprofit Manager's
Resource Directory, SecondEdition provides instant
answers to all your questions concerningnonprofitoriented product and service providers, Internet
sites,funding sources, publications, support and
advocacy groups, andmuch more. If you need help
finding volunteers, understanding newlegislation, or
writing grant proposals, help has arrived. Thisnew,
updated edition features expanded coverage of
important issuesand even more answers to all your
nonprofit questions. Revised to keep vital information
up to the minute, The NonprofitManager's Resource
Directory, Second Edition: * Contains more than 2,000
detailed listings of both nonprofit andfor-profit
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resources, products, and services * Supplies complete
details on everything from assistance andsupport
groups to software vendors and Internet servers,
managementconsultants to list marketers * Provides
information on all kinds of free and low-cost
productsavailable to nonprofits * Features an entirely
new section on international issues * Plus: 10 bonus
sections available only on CD-ROM The Nonprofit
Manager's Resource Directory, Second Edition has
theinformation you need to keep your nonprofit alive
and well in thesechallenging times. Topics include: *
Accountability and Ethics * Assessment and
Evaluation * Financial Management * General
Management * Governance * Human Resource
Management * Information Technology * International
Third Sector * Leadership * Legal Issues * Marketing
and Communications * Nonprofit Sector Overview *
Organizational Dynamics and Design * Philanthropy *
Professional Development * Resource Development *
Social Entrepreneurship * Strategic Planning *
Volunteerism

Sermons from the National Cathedral
Prospect Research: A Primer for Growing Nonprofits,
Second Edition is a detailed guide to expanding your
donor base by implementing an advancement
research plan. Written by a prospect researcher, this
unique book provides you with the tips you need to
find your next major gift donors. Novice and
experienced researchers as well as fundraisers will
appreciate this updated edition that focuses on
prospect researching and the art of identifying and
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qualifying potential donors to nonprofit organizations.
In addition to a detailed introduction to each step of
prospect researching, the text includes sample forms
and information on policies and procedures.

The Palgrave Handbook of Global
Philanthropy
Sports Fundraising is a complete introduction to
fundamental principles and best practice in sports
fundraising. Focusing on the particular challenges of
fundraising in intercollegiate and interscholastic sport,
and for youth sport organizations, the book is
designed to help students develop the professional
skills that they will need for a successful career in
sports or education administration. Packed with reallife case studies and scenarios, the book offers a stepby-step guide to the effective planning,
communication, implementation and management of
sports fundraising projects, and introduces the most
important issues in contemporary sports fundraising.
Each chapter contains a range of useful features, from
definitions of key terms to skill-building exercises,
exploring both quantitative and qualitative methods
for understanding the fundraising process and
designing more effective fundraising projects. This is
an essential course text for any athletic or sport
fundraising course, and an invaluable reference for all
professional fundraisers working in sport or education.

Building Your Analytics Shop
This book is a co-publication with CASE. Fundraising
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Strategies for Community Colleges is a hands-on, stepby-step guide to building a million-dollar-a-year
development office. Community colleges educate
nearly half the undergraduates in America yet receive
as little as two percent of all gifts to higher education.
Private philanthropy is now essential to the mission of
community colleges. In order to gain a fair share,
community colleges can rely on this book to deploy
strategies effectively used by 4-year colleges. The
author, Steve Klingaman, has raised over $40 million
dollars for two-year and four-year colleges over a
25-year development career. With its emphasis on
planning the work and working the plan, Fundraising
Strategies for Community Colleges offers practical
advice and concrete steps on how to build a strong
advancement team with robust Annual Fund, grants,
major gifts, planned giving programs. Topics include:
* Strategies used at one two-year college that raised
$50 million over ten years * 75 boxed tips on the
details that matter most * How to create an
institutional commitment to advancement * How to
enhance the advancement function * How to build an
effective foundation board that gives * How to grow
the Annual Fund with sustainable, repeatable gifts *
Secrets top universities use to close major gifts *
Continuous quality improvement techniques to
improve results year after year. Fundraising
Strategies for Community Colleges is the only
comprehensive development guide to focus on
community college fund raising. Written for
development professionals, college presidents, board
members, trustees, faculty leaders, and other college
leadership, this book is an essential, practical guide
that fills a critical gap in the market.
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Fundraising For Dummies
The Generosity Network is the essential guide to the
art of activating resources of every kind behind any
worthy cause. Philanthropist Jeff Walker and fundraising expert Jennifer McCrea offer a fresh new
perspective that can make the toughest challenges of
nonprofit management and development less
stressful, more rewarding—and even fun. Walker and
McCrea show how traditional pre-scripted, moneycentered, goal-oriented fund-raising techniques lead
to anxiety and failure, while open-spirited, curiositydriven, person-to-person connections lead to
discovery, growth—and often amazing results.
Through engrossing personal stories, a wealth of
innovative suggestions, and inspiring examples, they
show nonprofit leaders how to build a community of
engaged partners who share a common passion and
are eager to provide the resources needed to change
the world—not just money, but also time, talents,
personal networks, creative thinking, public support,
and all the other forms of social capital that often
seem scanty yet are really abundant, waiting to be
uncovered and mobilized. Highly practical,
motivating, and thought provoking, The Generosity
Network is designed to energize and empower
nonprofit leaders, managers, donors, board members,
and other supporters. Whether you help run a
multimillion-dollar global nonprofit or raise funds for a
local scout troop, PTA, or other community
organization, you’ll learn new approaches that will
make your work more successful and enjoyable than
ever.
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101 Social Media Tactics for Nonprofits
Faced with smaller donations and sharply reduced
government spending, charities and nonprofit
organizations across the U.S. are falling far short of
their fundraising goals. This hands-on operations
manual remedies the funding crisis by showing
nonprofit professionals and volunteers how to design
and run successful fundraising campaigns for their
organizations.

Data Science for Fundraising
The nonprofit sector is facing major fundraising
challenges. Government cutbacks, shrinking
endowments, and business belt-tightening mean
revenue shortfalls that could prevent organizations
from fulfilling their missions. To survive and ultimately
thrive, a nonprofit needs forceful revenue strategies
and an organizational culture that champions them.
Bridging the gap between theory and practical
methods, The Nonprofit Fundraising Solution shows
readers how to: * Ensure that executive leadership
and board dynamics fully support fundraising
initiatives * Build a broad constituency of donors
aligned to the mission * Determine the right level of
funding diversification * Use tactics such as challenge
drives, stretch gifts, and corporate matching; parlor
gatherings; leadership councils; year-end drives;
corporate partnerships; and major campaigns to
power revenue, increase access to wealthy donors,
and raise their community profile * Proactively
encourage planned giving * Avoid revenue plateaus
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Full of real-life stories and "casebooks" of the
strategies-in-action, this book reveals how any
nonprofit can implement advanced fundraising
methods and secure the funds they need to excel.
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